Capital Structure -Insurance
• Capital allocation used for many purposes: -Determining actual or expected return on capital by line of business -Assessing value of acquiring and divesting businesses/assets -Determining line management compensation based on return on capital -Pricing allowing for costs of capital -Risk quantification using risk based and economic capital
Capital Allocation
• Economic capital -Risk measure used to allocate capital to lines of business • VaR in banking, TailVaR in insurance -Capital is aggregated (allowing for diversification) to determine enterprise wide risk based capital • Diversification, dependence (copula, conditional dependent factor models) • Pricing in multiline/multiproduct insurer or bank -Capital allocation to risk or line of business -Expected return on capital (RAROC).
Current Practice
Var and TailVar
Banks -VaR for Market Risk
-VaR-t = the value-at-risk (VaR) calculated t trading days earlier -VaR-1 = the VaR calculated for the preceding trading day -M = the multiplication factor set by regulator, subject to a minimum of three -P = the plus factor, which depends on the ex post performance of the internal model, as determined by back-testing, subject to a minimum of zero and a maximum of one -IDRC = the incremental default risk charge, to be applied when the VaR includes an estimation of specific risk • Which measure makes most economic sense?
• Many different approaches to allocating capital to line of business -proportional to risk measure, proportional to liabilities, marginal allocations, equal expected returns to capital, covariance of losses.
• How to determine an economically sensible measure?
Current Practice
• Capital allocation generally considers lines of business or risks on an individual basis (which may be assets or liabilities)
-no direct allowance for dependence between risks or business lines -Diversification benefit considered later at the aggregated level
• Yet, capital is available to support all lines of business. • Qualification -risk based insolvency put must be allocated based on payoffs by line (contribution to insolvency risk has financial impact)
Capital Allocation Irrelevance
On average capital held by Australian Insurance companies is 2 -3 times the MCR Why do insurers hold so much capital?
• Allocate capital to each line based on a risk measure and derive an expected return on capital • Use an ERM value maximising (cost minimising) objective and derive implied capital allocations consistent with value maximisation -Costs of capital (tax, agency and financial distress) minimisation produces an enterprise VaR target for capital -Price elasticity of demand produce value maximising optimum -Equity or debtholder perspective? (shareholder or policyholder in insurance)
Approaches To Capital Allocation
• Risk based capital should be determined at an enterprise level -Minimisation of (expected) tax, agency and financial distress costs -Maximisation of shareholder value added (allowing for price elasticity of demand)
• 
Pricing and Insolvency

